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overall influence of Andalu from Spain. A festival of rhythms and musical ideas fused in innovative
ways in a form of preludes and fugues.
Sonata Herencia (Heritage) has noticeable Afro-Peruvian influences with its archaic ethnic melodies
and specific national rhythms of Spain, Africa, and Arab countries, which are distinctive throughout
the whole opus. In addition, within this classical form, the main theme of Festejo (an African dance
from the coast of Peru) is heard in the 1st and later, in the 3rd movement. Through the piece, we
can hear the music that tries to imitate the sound of Peruvian Cajon, which is the main accompany
ing instrument of Afro-Peruvian dance. (*A Cajon is a box-shaped percussion instrument originally
from Peru, played by slapping the front or rear faces with the hands, fingers, or sometimes
implements such as brushes, mallets, or sticks. The Cajon is primarily played in Afro-Peruvian
music, but has made its way into flamenco as well).
There are also noticeable effects of Western music styles throughout the movements, including
some jazz elements. The 2nd movement is a Waltz, which develops serenely with its wistful sounds
until reaching a point of emotional fury and pain in the climax, with a calming final part.
This sonata is my tribute to Afro-Peruvian culture and the Africans who came to Peru and the Latin
American continent with its 16th-century conquerors."

Who is Monica Cardenas?
Monica is a Peruvian-Spanish pianist and composer. After graduating from the National
Conservatory of Music in Lima, and the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Kiev, she went on to develop
her career performing internationally both as a solo pianist and as a chamber music artist and
founding member of The Car denas Trio for over two decades. Today, Monica is part of a cadre of
Latin American pianists and composers recognised for numerous international stage
performances.
As a composer, Monica's works have been performed in the US, Europe, and Latin America, where
she is also regularly invited to lead Master Classes, Diploma presentations, and other commitments
where her compositions for solo piano are featured. Recently, in 2018-2019, she was invited by The
Riverside University of California and The Jacobs School of Music at the University of Indiana as the
principal lecturer and performer in a conference on her composition style. Furthermore, in 2019,
she was granted a Fellowship of composition by the University of West London.
Her compositions have been included in productions such as Anikousto in 2015, where she
performed her sonata Festejo en Sueiios for flute and piano; Espiral in 2020, introducing the work
Influence for string orchestra; and her latest composition and production, in 2021, the CD
10 Preludes and Fugues of Latin America where she also plays the piano. Other recordings with
The Cardenas Trio include - The 4 Seasons of Buenos Aires by A. Piazzolla, and Labyrinth by Brazilian
composers.
Monica currently lives in Germany, where she carries out an intense workload as a teacher,
composer, and pianist.
Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v = SlDPOimMRfU
Purchase CD:
https://open.spotify.com/album/7dN95B0B6C9MAQjnSkEZqn?si = QiMGrGA4Ss06- lzYhntShA&nd = l
https://music.apple.com/bs/search?term = 10%20preludes%20and%20fugues%20of %20latin%20america
https://www.amazon.eo.jp/-/en/M%C3%B3nica-C%C3%A1rdenas/dp/B0BWRFF75G
Free music scores: http://www.monica-cardenas.de/pdf/prelude_bossa_4_fugue_chorinho_6.pdf
For other music manuscripts, contact Monica Cardenas pianisimo4@hotmail.com
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Any advice to young composers and musicians in general?
My advice to young composers would be to be sincere in
what you are doing. To follow contemporary music, but
never lose touch with musicianship - for example,
challenge one's capabilities in composing for children.

What music do you like to listen to in yourfree time?
I like to listen to pop music while I drive my car. Otherwise,
I like optimistic, romantic music such as Grieg,
Rachmaninov, Elgar, Prokofiev, as well as Mozart and
Vivaldi. Funnily enough I find a lot of similarity in the
atmosphere with Vivaldi's and ABBA music. I find them
very lively assuring, very optimistic. Some kind of inner
optimism in both Vivaldi and ABBA and I find a great
similarity between them. So, when my spirits are on a low
side this is what I listen to. And sometimes I like listening
to my own compositions, because I don't listen to them as
being mine. That's the whole idea. As soon as I don't feel
them as being mine, I know that they have been
completed.
Full interview including Milankovic 's piano
performances is available at Serbian Month
YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= Ek31vkBclTk&t= 3138s

About Maya Jordan
Maya Jordan is a concert pianist, teacher, promoter, Arts Director and
Co-founder of Around the Globe Music & Arts and Production Editor of the
Around the Globe Music Magazine. She is also a Secretary of the Serbian Council
of Great Britain and Serbian Month Programme Director. Her online series of
interviews 'A Cup of Stories' with prominent and interesting members of
Serbian community in UK is available on Serbian Council of Great Britain
YouTube channel.
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Piano works
Although her piano opus was not as large, her piano works have exceptional artistic and pianistic
values. The most remarkable and frequently performed of her piano pieces include /I Circo, Umbro
and Dork Velvet.

Dark Velvet
Notable Serbian musician and musicologist Borislav Cicovacki writes: "Dark Velvet, a concert
miniature for piano, originated as part of incidental music written for the play The Square of Heroes
by Thomas Bernhard, directed by Dejan Mijac at Atelier 212 in Belgrade. This composition, bearing
the subtitle In the Memory of Gustav Mahler, represents a homage to the magnificent music and
culture of central Europe, embodied by creative personality is from the former Austro-Hungarian
empire, and their endeavours to master 'the realms of the soul unknown thus far', in the words of
Herman Broch, one of the most notable personalities of that culture. Dark Velvet is an endless,
nostalgic melody that, through the meditation of the composer's remarkable sensibility and
emotional rapport with the past, captures Mahlerian melancholy in the network of its own magic."

fl Circo
According to B. Cicovacki, piano sketch II Circa "represents a sonic experience of the mechanical
piano accompanying or provides background to a scene from a circus show. Although the
intermittent melody is passionate, full of abrupt decelerations and moments of tense expectations,
nostalgic and enchanting, constantly dashing towards its climax, its essential character is,
paradoxically, reflected in the prescribed manner of playing an imaginary mechanical instrument,
as though it were composed for a pianola. Such incredible conjunction of incongruous elements,
with its imaginative collaboration of complementing opposites, makes this music exceptionally
exciting".
*Please note that piano composition /I Circa will be on the repertoire list for both Junior and Adult
piano categories at the 8th Piano Competition, Around the Globe Piano Music Festival 2021. For
any further enquiries about Zebeljan's piano music, contact AGMA at editor.agpmf@gmail.com.
Listen to:
Dark Velvet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v = wWAg-FfUTHk
II Circa: https://www.youtube.com/watchv = NqxutOoAWu4
Umbra: https://www.youtube.com/iatch?v = IKRPPFkWjnw
Purchase II Circa:
https://www.prestomusic.c

/sheet-music/products/7631990--i-zebeljan-il-circo

Although the immediate aim of the festival is to provide a goal for students and a way to share
their music, we would like to achieve more than that. We want to encourage and support teachers,
especially those who feel less confident or have little experience of introducing composition into
lessons. To enable this, we are offering resources and guidance in the form of free printable activity
sheets, an animation ideal for a sound track project and a growing list of books and articles. These
resources are created from our direct experience of teaching composition - they are tried and
tested! They are all available from our website.
In addition, we will be presenting a webinar for the European Piano Teachers Association on
November the 7th, where we will introduce and explain our ideas on how to approach teaching
composition. To learn more about our festival, please visit www.composeyourself.net and follow us
on Facebook and Twitter.

Composers who hove contributed their music to the event:

UNDSEV 8EAWIN

JUNE AAMSTAONO

ROSA CONRAD

SIMON H($Tl!Q

8ENCROSLANO

ALISON MATHEWS

NIKOLAS SIOEAtS
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MELANIE SPANSWICK

Christopher Norton's
Music For Examinations
Christopher Norton's Micrqjazz first appeared in 1983 and
by 1987 2 pieces from the series were on the ABRSM
syllabus for Grades 3 and 4 - Picnic Piece and Farmyard Blues.
Students were amazed to find pieces they could relate to
and the books (and subsequent books) spread like wildfire
all around the world. Other examination boards also began
to include Christopher Norton pieces - Trinity, the AMEB
and ANZCA in Australia (whose List D was almost a
Norton syllabus) Conservatory Canada and the Royal
Conservatory in Canada. In 2020, there are still Norton
pieces on every examination syllabus world-wide.
Some current examples (by no means comprehensive!):

•
DISTRIBUTORS:
Connections:
Canada:
dcbra,vanlcss.com
USA: clcarnotc.nct
Europe:
halleonarcleuro )e.com
Rest of world:
80dayspublishing.com
Boosey & Hawkes
books:
USA & Canada:
hal leonard.com
Europe:
en.schott-music.com

Enchanted Castle (Microjazz Duets Collection 1)
Examination board: ABRSM
Grade: Initial
Walking Together (Microjazz Collection I) No Worries,
Merry-go-round, Four-wheel Drive, Carol in Canon
(Connections 1)
Examination boards: Trinity, RCM
Grade: 1
Intercity Stomp (Microjazz Collection 2) Half Asleep ,
Sidewalk Cafe, Toronto Tango, Trumpet Blues, Feelin'
Good, T he Highlands (Connections 2)
Examination boards: ABRSM, RCM
Grade: 2
Kettle Rag (Concert Collection) Boxcar Blues,
Moonscap e, Scamp (Connections 5)
Examination boards: Trinity, RCM
Grade: 5
Pop Bossa (Latin Preludes Collection) Fantasy Bossa,
Hanging Gardens, Ringing Changes (Connections 7)
Examination boards: ABRSM, RCM
Grade: 7

Why choose Christopher Norton pieces?
They are hugely varied in style, written down very
precisely and highly idiomatic. They also have the
distinct advantage of being paired with both
backing tracks and midi files and are available on
a number of platforms - Superscore, Tido and
Nkoda for a start.

The lyrical pieces in Christopher Norton's huge catalogue of
compositions encourage beauty of tone, help to develop
musical pedalling and encourage legato playing. The styles
encompassed - country, folk, Latin, pop, rock and new age help the student play more beautifully because they know what
the piece is supposed to sound like.
The rhythmic pieces are often syncopated, with independence
of hands to the fore. There is a high likelihood of strict time
playing (which the backing tracks really emphasise) and
articulation is always written down very precisely and is
intended to be followed very closely.
There are lots of helpful places to go to get a clear idea about the
composer's intentions:
www.soundcloud.com/ nortonchristopher
For performances and lessons:
www.youtube.com/ user/ christophermicrojazz
www.facebook.com/christophernortoncomposer

Listen The Misty Vale:

https://www.facebook.com/100004073466582/videos/2260442687434825
Listen the Momentum: https://www.marcelzidani.com/hey-presto-piano-method
Purchase away from the grade at https://www.marcelzidani.com/beginner-grades-1-3

For Hey Presto! Piano go to https://www.marcelzidani.com/hey-presto-piano-method

Marcel Zidani is a British virtuoso pianist, teacher and author.
He is the author of The Butterfly Suite for Piano and Hey Presto! a unique and fully comprehensive
piano method suitable for older beginners and adults.
Listen and follow Marcel Zidani:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZOdyrYMRrcUz6zH8tiLiDQ
For more info about the composer and his books read Around the Globe Music Magazine Vol. 2-3.
FREE digital copies are available at www.agpianomusicfestival.eo.uk/.
For printed copies (£5 each) contact the organisers at agmusicandarts@gamil.com
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ANDY PAVLOV

ME AND MY LOVE ON
THE ROAD TO HONDURAS

THE ttlNUTESAFTERINFINITYFDR PIANO SOLO

Andy Pavlov's first solo album, Me and My love on the Road to Honduras - The Minutes A�er Infinity
for Piano Solo released by Universal Music Serbia, was inspired by the depth and mystery of a
period in his life when everything he thought he knew evaporated; and when a great love, a home,
and an understanding of the self, emerged from the fog. With its unexpected layers, homages to
Zbigniew Preisner, Franz Liszt, Erik Satie and strongly influenced by Slavic musical heritage, Andy
Pavlov masterfully creates an indigenous world in which love, energy and purpose, as well as music,
are as important as breathing.
At the age of 37 he experienced an emotional crisis; everything he had believed in up until that
point ceased to exist. And then, unexpectedly, one woman and one piano appeared. In those
minutes after infinity there was silence, from which a kind of noise, like the wind was gradually born,
and then sound after sound appeared. This all took place in an apartment on the fifth floor in a
dilapidated old building which housed a piano that was long meant to be thrown out. Still, the
landlord believed that one day a pianist would live in this apartment. This pianist was learning to
love again and feel the pressure of his fingers touching the keys of this old piano. He wondered
where this music was coming from and to whom it belonged . . . this album is The Diary of One Great
love.
Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v = ePJjQ6VQh44

The album Is available now worldwide in digital form and on vinyl:
https://andypavlov.lnk.to/Honduras
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TRANSFORM YOUR PRACTICE:
A COMPLETE 11 STAGE GUIDE
Created by GeNIA for intermediate to advanced pianists to maximise their home practice.

WHAT IS THE VIDEO TUTORIAL ABOUT?
Transform Your Practice:
A Complete
11 Stage Guide
Designed for Pianists

by

GeNIA

One of the most commonly asked questions amongst
musicians is: 'What can I do to practice more efficiently?'
We often struggle to fulfil our potential, and believe we
cannot do something, not because we unable to do it, but
because we do not know how. GeNIA's video tutorial is an
11 Stage Guide for intermediate to advanced pianists
designed to teach you how to structure your home
practice in the most efficient way possible.
It includes practical piano and musical advice, physical
(yogic) exercises, a guide to the musical learning process,
meditations and breathing exercises. Each stage lasts
between 15 - 30 minutes, so you can start implementing
the strategies straight away. You will get access to the
online video tutorial for a period of one year, which you
can watch in any place and at any time.

The course is based on GeNIA's personal experience as a concert pianist, educator and yoga
teacher. The number of aspects of the course are centred around NLP (neuro-linguistic) training
and are also based on GeNIA's personal experience. If you follow the stages of this course carefully,
in 6 months you will be able to practice much more productively and efficiently. As a result, you can
learn repertoire much faster, and the process of practicing will become more enjoyable.
Total Video Duration: 4 hours 28 minutes
"GeNIA 's 'Transform Your Practice: A Complete 11 Stage Guide' is truly o design for living. I hove found
it to be o holistic approach to playing my instrument, and use many of the principles in my piano
practice and equally my everyday living. It has allowed me to become calmer, become more realistic
about my goals and outlook, and of course, playing music. I have certainly improved my practice from
this approach. Thank you, Genia." Allison Burza
"GeNIA is one of the most exciting, dynamic and daring pianists I've met in recent years. Her approach
to the development of piano technique and personal development are both highly effective and
original, combining the Russian tradition with a modern holistic musical outlook. I recommend the
Piano-Yoga ® course 'Transform Your Practice: A Complete 11 Stage Guide' most highly. "Douglas
Finch, Professor of Piano and Composition, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance,
London.
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